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the existence of the irst and third elements of the tort must meet an objective test; proof of 

subjective expectations will not suice." Commercial Bus. Sys., Inc. v. Halfx Corp., 484 

S.E.2d 892, 897 (Va. 1997). 

TaSM claims that defendants tortiously interfered with its business expectancy of 

additional orders under the Prime Conract or more shelters costing the approximately $11 

million that remained nder the Prime Contract's ceiling and also or a Combined Aid Station 

costing approximately $2.5 million. Although the Army ultimately did not buy either additional 

shelters or the Combined Aid Station rom anyone, TaSM claims that it did not receive those 

work orders rom the Army because deendants "comitted raud on TaSM and the Army and 

repeatedly made alse and disparaging statements about TaSM to the Army." 

The current record relects a concentrated efort on deendants' part to communicate 

directly with the Army over the subject matter of the Subconract, even though its on 

contractual relationships pertaining to the shelters were solely with TaSM. Based on the curent 

record, viewing the evidence and all reasonable inerences in a light most avorable to TaSM, the 

Court cnnot conclude that as a matter of law that defendants are entitled to judgment on TaSM's 

totious interference with business expectancy claim. 

IV. CONCLUSION

For these reasons, it is hereby 

ORDERED that deendants' Motion or Patial Summary Judment [Doc. No. 97] be, 

and the sme hereby is, GRANTED N PART AND DENIED IN PART. It is GANTED as to 

plainti's claim or contractual damages based on the costs it incured or ransportation and 

storage associated with the rejected shelters and plaintifs totious interference with contract 

claim (Count 4); and it is othewise DENIED. 
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The bench trial will proceed as scheduled on January I 0, 2017. The Clerk is directed to 

Alexandria, Virginia 
January 4, 2017 
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